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LESSON 55

HOMEWORK CHECK
Use the procedure found in Lesson 2.

TESTING YOUR WORD POWER

TASK A:
Today, you will have a vocabulary quiz.
The mark from this quiz will be part of
your mark for the term. This quiz tests
you on the meanings of the Vocabulary
Challenge words that you have learned
on the homework sheets.

There are 3 choices for the meaning of
the word that is at the top of each box.
Read the word and the choices to
yourself. Use your pencil to color in the
circle that is in front of the meaning for
each word.

You may now begin.

(Quizzes may be turned in to you for
marking or checked in class. Provide
students with an opportunity to learn the
correct meaning for each word they missed.)
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LESSON 55 Name _____________________
Date _____________________

Part 1 VOCABULARY QUIZ
1. paralyzed

unable to move

pair of eyes

analyzed

2. narrow

not wide

inside of a bone

shot from a bow

3. valve

part that controls
the flow of air
valuable

clock

4. viciously

peacefully

victorious

none of the above

5. secluded

included

busy

away from others

6. normal

different

special

none of the above

7. drastic

drama presentation

extreme

artistic

8. veered

sprinted

veneer

changed direction

9. pleaded

asked for

begged

pleated

10. intelligent

smart

ignorant

belligerent

11. nervous

comfortable

courageous

worried

12. lowest

bottom

owner

highest

13. quickly

quietly

hastily

slowly

14. abruptly

endlessly

suddenly

interrupted

15. juvenile

adult

infant

young

16. belly

ringing

stomach

jelly

17. flailing

waving around
wildly

falling

none of the
above

18. cafeteria

grocery store

self-serve restaurant

dining room

19. fossilized

turned to mush

became soft

none of the above

20. unison

undo

at the same time

to buy using
credit


